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A.

Message From The Secretary :

I am happy to present the Annual report of Prakriti for the year 2016-2017. Prakriti
was founded in 1990 with a commitment to serve the rural women in remote areas
which are marred by social problems, where the development parameters are poor,
where the government machinery is far less in strength than required and where
development oriented work was not seen. The journey of last 27 years, Prakriti’s core
objective of empowering women, never changed, though other programmes were
designed and implemented as per the need.
This year Prakriti strengthened its base in organic farming, developing nutritional
garden. More than 100 women in Balaghat, Nagpur and Chandrapur districts were
helped in developing nutritional garden in their backyard and also at their field.
Participating in local event at Nagpur called as Beejotsav is yet another feature in
this domain. At Prakriti campus Tur, Ambadi, vegetables were grown in organic way.
In the coming year Prakriti plan to increase the cultivable area in its campus and
produce compost manure, bio fertilizers and pesticides. Being part of the regional,
state level networks helps in learning new practices and getting connected with formal
and informal groups of women practicing organic farming and seed preservation.
In cooperation with Maharogi Sewa Samiti, Aanadvan, Prakriti has diversified it
activities with suicide affected farmers’ families in Akola district. Vocational training
to youth and helping women to take up other livelihood activities like dairy, tailoring
etc are part of the new ventures. Conserving aquifer and creating water literacy are
another set of its future activities in Akola. Similarly advocating the housing and land
rights of farm widows at appropriate platforms and conducting studies to find out the
cases where such rights are denied, is also carried out by Prakriti in this reporting
period and has a plan to make a strong case of advocacy for the rights of farm widows
at State, National and International platforms.
Study of participation of single women in Panchayats and their challenges was carried
out in Balaghat district and the problems faced by women from seasonal migrant
families were also noted through Fellowship in Katangi, Waraseoni and Khairlanji
blocks of Balaghat district.
Vasudha Smriti Award for Women Sarpanch is the annual event, which is organized in
February each year. Through this event Prakriti gets connected with many elected
women and organizations working for developing leadership among women.
Besides the above activities, small surveys were carried out by Interns from local
social work college on issues related to the benefits for the families living below
poverty line and civic issues faced by residents staying in new settlements.
Prakriti thanks all its well wishers, collaborators and stakeholders to help in realizing
the goal of gender just society.

Shobha Sakharwade
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B.

Empowering Single Women :

Single Women though constitute a small portion in the general population, however
and thus not much attention has been given to their problems. While working in the
field of women’s empowerment, Prakriti’s workers shared case studies and
vulnerability of many single women, who were deprived of their rights and
entitlements. In villages single women are seen as members of SHGs, as
representatives of Panchayats as ASHA worker, as Aanganwadi Sevikas etc. However
when it comes to their ownership and property rights, their status was not
encouraging, similarly with respect to following social and cultural traditions and
rituals, single women were discriminated.
Thus for the past two years Prakriti has given special attention to the single women
with respect to the following aspects:


Survey of single women and listing their problems with respect to economic, social
and cultural discrimination



Organizing single women through SHGs



Linkage with schemes such as pension scheme, housing scheme, PDS etc



Organizing leadership training for single women

In the year 2016- 2017 Fellowship was given to graduate girls from Balaghat district
of Madhya Pradesh to work on the issues of single women. Six young ladies from
Waraseoni, Khairlanji and katangi blocks of Balaghat district were given
Fellowship. These Fellows worked in 15 villages and they focused their work with
women from migrant families. It is important to mention here that in Balaghat district
men migrate to big cities in search of wages. This migration is of two types, one is
seasonal migration which occurs after the Kharip yield is procured, while the long
term migration is seen among landless, who work at the construction sites, at road
construction, cable laying work etc. In both the cases of migration, women and
children are left at home. Many women from such families shave serious economic and
family related concerns, like husband not sending money or the money sent by the
husband is not sufficient etc. In some cases it is observed that women in the village is
not aware that her husband is remarried, she is also not aware as where her husband is
working .Here is some data showing the number of single women and their challenges:
Name of
the Block

Name of
Villages

1. Waraseoni

Lingmara,
Dongargaon,
Sikandra, Tumadi, Koste,
Jhaliwada,
Mohgaon,
Kouliwada,
Thanegaon,
Khandva, Bini, Lahsada,
Mendaki, Jhadgaon

Total Number
of Single
Women
748

Concerns of Single
Women
Senior citizen are not
linked with pension
scheme,
property
rights are not claimed
due
to
lack
of
awareness, no regular
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2. Khairalnji
3. Katangi

4. Lalbarra

Salebardi, Chikhala, Dhoti,
Chutiya
Bisapur,
Khamharia,
Lahanvaj,
Umari,
Natkosara,
Lahmara,
Khajari, Boghava
Kope, Chillod

164

employment ,

480

92

Awareness Programs:
Village based awareness programs were organized by the Fellows for the single
women, which included, health check up camps, to provide information on schemes like
widow pension, PDS, how to procure income certificate etc. As follow up of these
awareness programmes, the Fellows also took the delegation of single women to the
concerned government office.
District level awareness program was
organized at Janpad Panchayat office in
Waraseoni, in which single women from the
above mentioned villages participated in
large numbers. Smt. Manju Shukla, Block
Women and Child Officer, Protection
Officer, PWDVA Shri Lalit Dehriya and
Shri Pushpendra Ranade were present to
guide the participating women on this
occasion.
In the month of July, a leadership
development program was organized for the
fellows and leaders of single women groups. This program was organized in
association with Ekal Nari Shakti Sangathan (ENSS) , which is a National level
platform of single women. Leader form the organization of single women from
Dungarpr, Rajsthan Smt. Tara Devi shared her experience as how she became
member of the single women and how this
organization helps the member women in
securing their rights.
Single women during a program at
Waraseoni, Balaghat

Ms. Pawan Udani from ENSS was also
present at this program and she explained
the journey of single women’s organization
and how it functions.
She also shared the
compilation of stories of
their publication –
program helped the

book, which is
single women and
newsletter. This
participants and

Representatives of ENSS with women
leaders during the training
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Fellows in understanding various issues affecting single women and how such forums/
organization help these women to deal with those issues.
A Study On Participation & Challenges Faced By Single Women Representatives
Of Gram Panchayats:
This small study was undertaken in Balaghat district, where the program for
empowering single women was implemented. This study was undertaken to
compliment the other initiatives carried for the empowerment of single women. This
study is perhaps the only study which has gathered the nature of participation of
single women and what are the challenges faced by them while discharging their
duties as elected member. This study included three aspects, recognition by political
parties, acceptance by the society and cultural obstacles.
This study was carried out during February- March 2017.
Here are some of the major findings of this study:


Political parties consider single women as non – threatening leaders who can be
managed easily, and thus they are given chance to contest election, where such
leadership is required.



Mostly after the death of a popular leader or death of elected male representative,
his widow is given chance to contest the by poll, to cash the sympathy



Many widows, covered in the study have become elected member only after the
death of their husband, when their husband was alive, they were never considered
as potential candidate.



Only 2% women who are currently elected or were elected have said that their
leadership has nothing to do with their status as single. According to them they
are elected as they exhibited potential leadership abilities.



Some of the respondents, who were in their early or late 20’s expressed that they
have faced incidences of character assassination, on the pretext of being single.



At some Panchayats, there were pair of single women like Sarpanch, Deputy
Sarpanch or Sarpanch and Member. However these numbers were very small.



Single women representatives shared that, their voice is not heard in the panchayat
, people do not believe in their leadership.



Though most of the respondents – single women had not much positive to share,
but at few Panchayats, there are single women with very strong leadership
abilities. Lingmara, Dongargaon Gram Panchayats from Waraseoni need special
mention as the single women representatives not only provided good leadership,
but also helped other single women of the village in all possible manner.
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C. Rehabilitation Of Distressed Farmers’ Families In Vidarbha:
Since past 17 years, Vidarbha region of Maharashtra, specially six districts are reeling
under severe agrarian distress and thousands of farmers have committed suicide and
despite of several efforts taken up by government and non government machinery,
there is no respite from farmers’ suicides. Prakriti is working for the rehabilitation of
the distresses farmers’ families of Akola and Amravati districts of Vidarbha region
since 2009. The main objective is to rehabilitate the widow and children after the
demise of the farmer and also to revive their agriculture, which is the main source of
their livelihood.
Prakriti tries to reach and help those suicide affected families which are living under
extreme vulnerable situation. In the current reporting period, Prakriti could continue
its work with suicide affected families in Akola district only. Following main activities
were carried out at Akola field area:


Financial support for the children to continue their education



Counseling and linkage with government schemes



Vocational training for youth



Exposure program



Study on housing and land rights of farm widows
Amol Gavai from Vizora village studies in
standard Nine, he lives with his mother and
elder sister, who has stopped her education and
takes care of the household as their mother has
to work in the field to fetch wages. Amol is a
very smart child, he initially got one sheep from
someone, and took good care of the sheep. In
another year the sheep gave birth to four, and
now Amol has Five sheep and goats. He is aware
of his weak economic condition, and help to
contribute family’s income

Prakriti is providing financial
support to the children from
affected families for the past five
years. As a result of continuous
support many children could
reach to higher classes and
complete
their
education.
Monthly financial aid, which is
deposited to the bank account
has not only helped the children
to continue their education, but
they are also relived that their
education is not creating further
economic burden on the family.

Counseling & Linkage With Government Schemes:
Suicide affected farmers’ families in Akola, Barshitakli and Murtizapur and Patur
blocks of Akola district are being helped by Prakriti. The widows in a state of shock
and helplessness, do not understand how to cope up with the trauma. Their energies
are spent on earning for the family, and they have no time to think about their rights
or even about their agriculture. The Program coordinator in Akola, help the widows
in accepting the situation and move ahead with the responsibility. The farm widows
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need help and guidance with regard to livelihood, with regard to education of their
children, with regard to discrimination faced at the family level, with regard to linking
with government schemes etc. The Program coordinator’s home visits and regular
interaction with the family members help in sorting out many problems. Our
experience on last 8 years show that the widows confide more in the Program
Coordinator than in their family members of friends, as they are confident that they
will not be cheated .
Exposure Tour
Since August Prakriti and Maharogi Sewa Samiti , Anandvan together have decided to
work for the distressed farmers’ families in Akola. It was decided that as part of initial
activities, some youth from Akola field should be selected and sent for vocational
training at Anandvan, similarly women from SHGs can also join the vocational
training. To start with, an Exposure was organized for the SHG members from Akola
field to Anandvan in the month of October. 24 women representing SHGs visited
Anandvan and seen the various activities. They were very much motivated to see the
discipline and variety of trades at Anandvan, they are further inspired to see the
recovered Leprosy patients were doing all possible jobs. The women were very much
excited after the visit.

Exposure Visit at Anandvan and Somnath Project Sites

Another Exposure visit was organized in the first week of January, to Anandvan and
Somnath project sites. This group comprised of men and women from villages who
were engaged in farming, including farm widows. Visit to Somnath project, where
large scale farming is done by using gravity irrigation model, was very inspirational.
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When there is a general feeling of agrarian distress in the society, farming on such
large scale with lot of innovation and experiments provided a god learning
opportunity to the group. Both the exposure programmes were coordinated by the
Akola program staff.
Vocational Training For Youth:
After the exposure visit, 10 youths from Alanda village were selected for Vocational
training at Anandvan. Their training was started in the month of February and ended
in April. They were trained in electrical rewinding. They have successfully completed
the training, and are now taking local rewinding orders in the village. It is planned to
help these youth to establish their small business after gaining experience.
Study On Housing And Land Rights Of Farm Widows
A study on housing and land rights of farm widows was conducted by Prakriti in
association with Housing and Land Rights Network (HLRN) in Four districts of
Vidarbha, Akola, Amravati. Yavatmal and Wardha. Prakriti has been working with the
suicide affected farmers’ families for past many years, and it was noticed that the
widows are treated discriminately by the family members, when she ask for her
rightful share in the agricultural land or house. In about 80% families, the family
members – In laws are reluctant to part with the widow’s share and they do not show
any responsibility towards the surviving family, as they feel that lot of government aid
will come to the surviving family. Thus to understand the correct status of farm
widows on their land and housing rights a study was conducted in the months of
April- May by inducting researchers and by collecting information by using
Interview schedule.
The detail study report is available in the print format and also can be accessed at
www.prakritiwomen.in
The major findings of the study are as under:


There is lack of awareness among the women about their rights . They are not
even aware as where their land is located, what is the size of the land and other
such important details about the land.



The provisions of Hindu Succession Act do not provide relief, to many as the legal
division of land on paper is not done in many cases.



The small size of the land did not allow further fragmentation, and in case of small
land holding, the widows do not get any relief.



In some cases it is also found that even if the farm widows legally own the land but
she is not allowed to cultivate the land, as the land is in possession of the in laws.



In case of housing, it was found that lot of restrictions were put on the farm widow
and her children after the demise of the farmer.
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In cases, where the widows are very young it was found that , they were send to
their mother’s place and advised for remarriage, fearing that the widow will ask for
her share in the property.



In some families it is observed that the widow and her children were given a small
room or a shed to live and are not allowed to use the family’s house.



Only 2-3% respondents (farm widows) were aware, self supporting and are capable
of taking care of their children and to fight for their rights.



Only one case was observed where the widow has filed 498- A against her In laws
for being cruel to her



On the basis of the study findings TWO stories appeared in Marathi Daily –
Loksatta and English Magazine - India Today.
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D. Health Awareness & Promoting Organic Farming And Nutritional Garden:
Prakriti during the reporting period conducted following activities under for health
awareness:
a)

Health And Gender Related Awareness Program For Adolescent Girls:

Three workshops were organized for
adolescent girls from rural area of Nagpur
district. Information about menstrual
cycle, nutrition, healthy food habits and its
impact on our body were the main topics
discussed by the experts during these
workshops. Similarly information about Life
skills was also given to
the girls by
using case studies and by way of group
exercise. About 120 girls participated in
these workshops.
b)

School girls during workshop on health
and nutrition

Promoting Nutritional Garden In Villages:

Prakriti is part of Anemia Free Vidarbha Movement under which Nutritional gardens
are promoted to improve the Hemoglobin content among women and girls. This
movement is promoted in Vidarbha, due to very high number of women suffering from
Anemia. When Prakriti conducted a baseline, in its field area in Nagpur, it was found
that here too women in the age group of 20-45 have Anemia. Anemia was also
recorded during HB testing camp among the adolescent girls in the Nagpur rural field
area of Prakriti.
The objective of promoting nutrition garden, is to make available fresh and nutritious
vegetables at the door step. Training was given to women who agreed to develop the
nutrition garden. They were also provided with the seeds, and were trained in
preparing organic pesticide and fertilizers by using cow dung, organic waste etc. The
awareness program also encouraged women to demonstrate traditional nutritious
dishes , made from locally and seasonally available products. About 45 women from
Six villages participated in promoting nutrition garden.
As part of this movement, Prakriti also participated in the Beejotsav (festival of
seeds) organized in Nagpur, where many farmers, farmer producer companies,
individual farmers, all practicing organic farming participated
along
with
their
products. Beejotsav also facilitates exchange of traditional seeds which are on the
verge of extinct among the practitioners of organic farming.
Prakriti produced Tur (Yellow Pulse) and Amabadi (green leafy vegetable very rich in
iron) at its campus, besides other seasonal vegetables like Bhindi, Palak
(Spinach),Methi( Fenugreek) , Green Chili, Brinjal and Tomatos. All the above
products are produced without using any chemical fertilizer.
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E. One Billion Rising Campaign:
OBR is a worldwide campaign launched in protest of violence against women and
girls. It is assumed that if one billion in the world stood up against violence, their
voice will be heard and thus incidences of violence will be reduced. Prakriti is part of
OBR campaign for the last two years. In this year i.e, 2017 Prakriti selected Child
Sexual Abuse as theme of the campaign.

A c t i v i t i e s d u r i ng O n e B i l l i o n R i s i ng c a mp a i g n

Two workshops were organized for college students in which the participating
students were given information about OBR campaign and Prevention of Child Sexual
Offences Act. The students in turn were asked to hold awareness program in the
community and alert people about sexual abuse. The names of the colleges, where the
workshops were held are VN Institute of arts and social sciences and MSS Institute of
Social work, Nagpur.
Workshops were also organized for community representatives and Anganwadi
sevikas, as they are in very much contact with the community. Through these series of
workshops many cases of child sexual abuse were identified and remedial action was
taken.
It is generally observed that the perpetrator in cases of child sexual abuse is amongst
the family or from the neighborhood, who is most trusted person. And thus when such
incidence is noticed, lot of confusion is created and many times the parents do not
understand as where they should go?
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The theme was appreciated as many people in the community, specially parents are not
aware of the POCSO provisions and thus the culprits are not booked and they continue
to exploit children. Before OBR campaign, several cases of Child sexual abuse were
noticed through new paper and police station, there were several cases of sexual
exploitation of girls staying in school hostel or in Government shelter homes. The
POCSO Act is for the safety of both male and female children, but it is observed that
number of girl victims is much higher than male victims.
The OBR campaign activities were organized during January- February, 2017.

F. Vasudha Smriti Award Ceremony &Annual Women’s Conference:
Dr. Vasudha Dhagamwar was Prakriti’s Chairperson from 1194-2014. Vasudha ji was a
well known socio-legal activist and authored many books and research papers. She
always believed in the strength of law and constitutional powers. Prakriti has
instituted Award in her memory since 2015 for Women Sarpanch, who have done good
work during their tenure. The Award known as Vasudha Smriti Award , is given
during the Annual Women’s conference organized by Prakriti in the month of
February each year.
This year the Award ceremony and Annual conference was held on 10 th February,
2017 at Prakriti campus. Dr. Jyotsna Chatterjee a veteran Academician and women
activist was the chief guest at the Award ceremony. Mr. K.K. Rai, a practicing lawyer
at the Supreme Court and Vasudha Ji’s associate was the special guest at this function.
Three women each from Nagpur, Bhandara and Wardha were awarded with Vasudha
Smriti Award, which carries Rs. Five thousand as cash and a citation. Smt. Sharda
Gaidhane Sarpanch from Bela Gram Panchayat did very good work for strengthening
education of the government run school in the village, she also worked for the
digitalization of the school. She worked on novel ways of collecting garbage and
keeping the village clean and hygienic.
Another awardee was Smt. Ratna Borkar, Sarpanch from Wardha district. Though
Ratna Ji;s village was located very close to Wardha city, however there were no means
of public transport and as a result the private auto rickshaws were charging heavy
fare. Ratna Ji made successful efforts for Bus service from State Transport (ST)
department, though she faced threats from the auto rickshaw wallas and apathy from
the ST department officials. Her dy Sarpanch was engaged in mal practices, and Ratna
ji always warned him to give up such mal practices. Finally one day the Dy sarpanch
framed Ratna ji in his corrupt practice. Ratna ji Showed the courage to admit her
mistake. Ratna Ji made strong public contact and remain connected with all age
groups, and in this process she also helped some children of her vllage to quit tobacco.
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Celebration Of Vasudha Smriti Award 2017

Third Awardee is Sarpanch from Kuhi block of Nagpur district, MS. Pinki Rodge.
Pinki’s struggle against liquor deserves special mention, similarly her fight to
advocate availability of food supplies through PDS. She fought against the mal
practices involved in PDS chain and helped 200 beneficiaries to get food grains at
subsidized rates at the PDS shop.
There were women members and Sarpanch from the districts of Akola, Bhandara,
Chandrapur, Nagpur districts of Maharashtra and Balaghat district of Madhya
Pradesh.
After the Award ceremony there were two technical sessions for the participating
women members of gram Panchayats. The first session was on Water crisis and its
impact on women by Seema Kulkarni from SOPECOM, Pune, while the other session
was on financial provision under the Fourteenth Finance commission for the Gram
Panchayat by Dr.Ajit Kumar.
Prakriti’s Board members, including Secretary Smt. Shobha Sakharwade, Vice
President Shri. Subhash Gogate and member Dr. Rajeev Kulkarni were also present
at this function.
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G. Representation At Seminars, Workshops & Other Events By Prakriti Staff:
Prakriti is part of many regional, state and national networks and thus participate in
the seminars and workshops organized by NGOs, government agencies etc. Here are
the details :


In the month of September, Unicef in association with Sehat organized a
consultation to discuss the Community based monitoring of Dr. APJ Abdul Kalam
Amrut Aahar Yojna, to be implemented in Tribal blocks of Maharashtra. It is
planned to include few aanganwadis in Ramtek block of Nagpur district and thus
Prakriti was invited for this consultation. Ms. Suvarna Damle represented Prakriti
in this state level consultation organized at YASHADA, Pune.



In Nagpur city, the local police department in the leadership of Police
commissioner, developed a service to provide all services to violence affected
women under one roof. This service was introduced on the lines of Hyderabad
police and known as Bharosa cell. This service was inaugurated by chief minister
of Maharashtra, Shri . Devendra Fadanvis on 1 st January, Prakriti staff participated
in the inauguration program.



Prakriti is member of Women’s Regional Network (WRN) India. WRN operate in
three countries, India, Pakistan and Afghanistan and work on women, peace and
conflict resolution related issues. In India WRN has conducted community
conversations in BODO affected parts of Assam. Similar peace studies were
conducted in Pakistan and Afghanistan. To share the outcome of these studies,
Launch Report was organized at India International center, New Delhi on 28 th
January 2017. Ms. Suvarna Damle, who is also member of WRN India core group
participated in this meeting.



A National seminar on Agrarian distress was organized by Madhya Pradesh
Institute of Social Science Research, Ujjain, Madhya Pradesh on 14-15 th February,
2017. Ms. Suvarna Damle, presented a paper titles as “ Building confidence;
creating hopes in the suicide affected farmers’ families in Vidarbha” .
Academicians and social work practitioners from different states of India
participated in this Seminar.



One day workshop on gender, violence and legal safety for women was organized
by Maharashtra State commission for women at VANAMATI in the month of
March. Through this workshop the state commission assured the participating
individuals and organizations, that the commission was in active for some reason
for the last few years, however now in the leadership of the new chairperson, the
commission is considering various issues concerning women in the state and will
also ensure that no plan for the safety of women will take a back seat due to
resource crunch. Smt. Usha Meshram and Ms. Pratibha Ukey from Prakriti
participated in this workshop.
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H. Other Programs:
Following programs were organized by Prakriti in collaboration with other agencies:


One day on Poverty alleviation schemes of the
government was organized jointly with High
Court Legal services subcommittee, District
Rural development Authority and Prakriti in
the month of June at Prakriti campus in Lonara.
At present there is only one program of poverty
alleviation, which is State Rural Livelihood
Mission.



Workshop for SHG members was organized in association with Syndicate bank,
Regional Office Nagpur. The regional manager
of Syndicate Bank with his team guided
women members of SHGs. Bank linkage,
request for loans, agriculture loans and
subsidies etc were discussed in this workshop.
Later three loan proposals for Tailoring shop,
Dairy, and manufacturing of home based food
products were submitted to the bank of which
one proposal for tailoring shop was sanctioned
by the bank for the SHG member of Gumthi
village.



International Women’s Day program was organized in association with High
Court Legal services subcommittee and VN
Institute of arts and social sciences, Nagpur.
The Director of VN Institute, Dr. Patil,
Secretary of High Court subcommittee Shri.
Sharma were the chief guest at the program.
Ms. Suvarna Damle, Executive Director
Prakriti gave an overview of achievements
and challenges before women in 21 st
Century, while Mr. Sharma stressed the need
to differentiate between violence and conflict
in marital relationship. Dr. Patil , while addressing the students, rural women and
teachers said to follow the principle of equality . A quiz was also organized for the
students on this occasion. Five female meritorious students were felicitated by the
chief guests on this occasion.
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I.

Counseling Center For Women In Distress:

For the last 16 years, Prakriti is running counseling center for women in distress.
This center helps girls and women victims of violence, victims of child sexual abuse,
marital disaccord, victims of dowry harassment, etc. The affected women either
approach the counseling center seeking help and guidance directly or through Police
station.
During the reporting period a total of 120 cases were registered, while 200 old cases
were attended for follow up and referral.
The following diagram shows the nature of cases registered during the reporting
period;
Cases of domestic violence = 81
Dowry harassment
= 17
Marital disaccord
= 11
Child sexual abuse
= 07
Other
= 04
Total
= 120

J. Achievements:
Prakriti’s work for the rehabilitation of farmer affected suicide families is recognized
by media. An article depicting the vulnerable status of farm widows in the family and
society was published in Marathi daily- Loksatta on 2 nd July. This article was read by
many and Prakriti’s work was appreciated for highlighting the post suicide trauma and
vulnerability faced by the farm widows. Following the Loksatta article, India Today
too approached for doing similar story. The story in India Today magazine was
published in August 22 nd issue.
Another research paper was published in Lancet Psychiatry Journal in 4 th January
issue. This research paper was based on Prakriti’s work in the field of mental health
carried in collaboration with Sangath. The article can be accessed at
http://www.thelancet.com/journals/lanpsy/article/PIIS2215-0366(16)30424-2/fulltext
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M . Way Forward:
Prakriti plans to carry on and strengthen its work for the empowerment of single
women in Balaghat and Nagpur rural field area. On the lines of study conducted in
Balaghat district to understand participation of single women in Panchayats and the
challenges involved, state wide study is planned which will help in advocating their
concerns at the state level. Another initiative for the empowerment of single women is
to encourage them to take up organic farming, develop nutritional gardens etc.
With regard to Prakriti’s work with distressed farmers’ families, a workshop with
Maharashtra State commission to discuss the rights and entitlement related problems
faced by farm widows is planned. The follow up of the study of housing and land
rights of farm widows will also be conducted in next few months. In association with
Anandvan vocational training and livelihood support to farm widows will continue,
while new initiative of providing counseling and guidance services to the traumatized
kids from suicide affected farmer’s families will be taken.
Orienting members of Panchayat on Sustainable Development Goals (SDG) and
helping them to prepare their plan towards achieving these goals will be organized .
Vasudha Smriti Award function and Annual women’s conference will be held in the
month of February, 2018.
Growing cases of child sexual abuse, deepening water crisis, need to promote organic
farming are some other concerns on which Prakriti envisages to work in partnership
with expert organizations.
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Annexure:

1 List Of Governing Board Members

Sr. No

Name of Board Member

Designation

1

Smt. Kalindi Mujumdar

Chairperson, Prakriti

1

Mr. Subhash Gogate

Vice-Chairman, Prakriti

2

Smt. Shobha Sakharwade

Secretary, Prakriti

3

Ms. Suvarna Damle

Executive Director

4

Mr. Ravinder Sharda

Treasurer, Prakriti

5

Dr. Ms Rajni Patni

Member, Prakriti

6

Dr. Mr. Rajeev Kulkarni

Member, Prakriti

7

Mr. Sarvan Kumar

Member, Prakriti
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2 Audited Statement (2016-2017)
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